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Abstract

Historically, the creators of parallel programming models have employed two different
approaches to make their models availalble to developers: either make model available to
programmers through a library with hooks for common programming languages, or develop
a new language altogether. Despite the flexibility of the language approach and the great
number of parallel languages that have been created, the library approach exemplified by
MPI has dominated large-scale high performance computing.

It is our hypothesis that the combination of a rich runtime system and a relatively
simple compiler infrastructure can significantly improve programmer productivity without
compromising performance. In this work, we examine this hypothesis through the lens of
Charj, a simple language based on the Charm++ runtime system. We consider the ef-
fect that the addition of a compiler has on the user experience that a programming model
presents in the ways in which features are exposed to the programmer and in opportuni-
ties for optimization and code simplification, drawing from our experiences developing the
Charm++ runtime and the Charj language.

1 Introduction

In many ways, high performance computing (HPC) remains the wild west of the programming
world. While ever-growing performance and the inevitable march of Moore’s Law has led to
the increasing popularity of managed code, garbage collection, and dynamic typing in main-
stream programming, the developers of high performance parallel applications make very few
concessions to speed, and as a result they pay a high price in development and maintenance
time.

Considering the intrinsic difficulties of HPC and the demands upon HPC programmers, it
can be no surprise that programmer productivity in this area is notoriously poor [29, 24, 20, 30].
Sadly, no dramatic solution to this problem has been found, and none seems likely to present
itself in the near future.

Under these circumstances, we must strive to relieve the programmer of as many burdens
as is practically possible. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) takes the approach of giving
the programmer maximal control, to the point that it has been called the assembly language of
parallel computing. While this approach makes it possible to write extremely successful parallel
programs, it has also created many of the productivity problems that we aim to rememdy. On
the other end of the spectrum, parallelizing compilers have promised to automatically extract
parallelism, giving the programmer little or no control over the parallel structure of their code.
While this approach sounds appealing, in practice attaining real performance and scalability
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has not been possible without a real investment of time and effort by human programmers.
Although the intrinsic complexities of HPC software may always remain, we can at least aim
to remove as much of the tiresome drudgery of programming as we can. We cannot expose the
programmer to all of the overwhelming complexity of a modern HPC execution environment,
nor can we hide all of the complexity behind abstractions and automation. We must rather
seek a productive division of labor between the programmer and the system that provides useful
abstractions without taking away the programmer’s control.

This raises a natural question: how can we make it easier to write high performance parallel
code? Many years of research has been dedicated to this question, and many answers have been
provided, some successful and others not. Research in parallel applications has yielded a wide
variety of programming models, dozens of languages, auto-parallelizing compilers, and a variety
of parallel runtime systems. However, it is often difficult to see how these pieces fit together to
improve the experience of actual application developers, or if in fact the pieces can be made to
fit at all.

Thus far, the bulk of HPC programmers have been indifferent to the great variety of research
at least partially dedicated to improving their lives. This fact argues for an approach that is
more focused on the practical aspects of HPC application development and on minimizing the
difficulties of adopting new tools and techniques.

We believe that well-known compiler techniques can be applied to carefully targetted areas
to significantly simplify the development process for high performance parallel applications
without sacrificing performance. In particular, the features exposed by a rich parallel runtime
system can be made simpler, more user-friendly, and less error-prone while maintaining high
performance. Rather than attempting to use the compiler to apply sophisticated optimizations
or dramatic restructuring of the developer’s code, we will identify areas in which we can simplify
common tasks, facilitate interoperability between program modules, and support such high-level
application features as load balancing and fault tolerance through compiler support. It is our
hope that by focusing on such practical considerations on a platform that is already widely used
in the real world that we really can reduce the amount of blood, sweat, and tears that HPC
developers must pour into their creations.

2 Approach

Proponents of new high-level programming languages have long argued that these languages can
increase programmer productivity. Despite the dominance of MPI, languages such as UPC [4],
Chapel [5] and X10 [7] do provide benefits in terms of elegance and concision. However, these
languages often suffer due to external issues such as availability, ease of porting and integrating
existing code, familiarity to application developers, and the perceived risk of using a less common
approach. Despite research findings that new HPC-targeted languages can boost productivity [6,
4, 9, 14], they have thus far not been widely accepted by large-scale application developers.

However, there are existing examples of projects which leverage compiler techniques to
improve programmer productivity in an HPC context by improving errors and warnings, in-
tegrating application-level features, and automating optimizations. For example, the Tensor
Contraction Engine project [1] translates high-level code for describing many-body interations
and uses static analysis to generate optimized code which can target different parallel program-
ming models. While this work is domain-specific, there is also a body of work on more general
applications of compiler technology to programs using the MPI, whether through improved
static checking [23], improved communication optimization [19], or automated integration of
application-level fault tolerance [33]. Our goal is similar in spirit: to apply compiler techniques
in the context of a rich runtime system to increase productivity.
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In pursuit of the goal of improved programmer productivity, we must establish a platform
from which to build. Many high-level approaches to improving the experience of writing parallel
code have taken a top-down approach. They first decide which features should be supported
by such an effort, then design a system which can make those features available. While this
approach is valid, it runs the risk of creating a platform which is irrelevant for practical use in
the HPC community because the design process is divorced from the practical considerations
that have guided the evolution of HPC programming.

In contrast, we have decided to take a bottom-up approach by extending a successful existing
platform. This approach has multiple benefits. First, it guarantees that the underlying program-
ming model is suitable for practical HPC applications. Second, it takes advantage of significant
work already undertaken to ensure the performance and portability of the existing system. The
underlying platform then provides a benchmark to compare our work against which isolates
the effect of added compiler support and does not introduce confounding variables related to
platform familiarity and differences in programming model.

Given this decision, we must then select a platform to extend. Two main criteria guide this
selection. The first and most important criterion we used for determining a target platform is
the richness and complexity of its feature set. Much of the difficulty involved in modern HPC
programming comes from juggling complex resource management tasks and a wide variety of
libraries and modules providing high-level features such as load balancing and fault tolerance.
These features are very valuable to application developers, but their use must be paid for in
complexity. We feel that managing this complex environment is one area in which programmer
productivity can be greatly improved within the scope of our work, and so we aim to choose a
platform that exposes a powerful but large and complex feature set to the user.

We also require our target platform to be proven in the real world. While practical viability
the of our chosen platform does not affect our research agenda per se, in order for our work to
have a practical impact on software development, we must choose a platform which has been used
to develop useful HPC applications. Choosing a proven platform ensures that we are working
with a viable and technically sound programming model. We may be able to substantially
improve the experience of programming in a marginal model with the use of compiler technology,
but the impact of such efforts would also be marginal.

Using these criteria, we decided to develop language and associated compiler infrastructure
which targets the Charm++ runtime system. There are several reasons for selecting this plat-
form on which to build. Charm is already widely used and Charm applications account for a
significant fraction of total usage at many of the largest clusters in the world. It achieves high
performance on a variety of platforms, and there is a pre-existing community of Charm program-
mers to draw upon. This makes it an attractive target for productivity-enhancing efforts relative
to less widely-used systems. It also presents significant complexity to a programmer who wishes
to make good use of all its features. In addition to basic messaging capabilities, Charm provides
functionality for load balancing, semi-automated marshalling and unmarshalling of messages,
fault tolerance, power management, use of accelerator architectures, control points, and many
other modules. In addition, multiple programming models already target the Charm runtime.
Their existence allows for inquiry into techniques for integrating multiple programming models
effectively into a single application. Also, Charm already includes an associated translator which
generates messaging code from a programmer-provided interface file. This allows us to compare
the advantages of a minimalist approach (generating supplemental interface code only and de-
veloping the main application code in C++) to a more thoroughgoing approach in which the
compiler for the parallel language has access to method bodies and class structure information.
Were we deciding on a platform based solely on popularity and ubiquity we would certainly have
built on MPI instead, but given the relatively narrow scope of MPI itself and the comparative
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size and complexity of the Charm ecosystem, we claim that Charm is a better environment in
which to demonstrate the merits of our approach.

Having selected Charm as a suitable runtime system for testing our hypothesis, we are
left with the question of how to demonstrate that the addition of simple compiler analysis to
this system can result in improved programmer productivity without degrading performance.
In particular, we must decide how to introduce compiler analysis to the system and which
aspects of the programming experience we will attempt to improve. We will use our compiler
infrastructure to address a wide range of questions relevant to our thesis. Specifically, what
effect does model-specific syntax have on program complexity? Can we provide improved static
checking by incorporating knowledge of programming model semantics into the compiler? Is
there significant redundant information required in existing parallel application code that could
be eliminated using compiler support? What role can a compiler play in interactions between
different parallel libraries or between code written using different parallel programming models?
Are there communication optimizations that can be performed automatically? Can compiler
knowledge of application-level parallel features like checkpointing and load balancing lead to
simpler programs?

To answer these questions in the context of Charm, we need a compiler that is aware of
the Charm programming model and accompanying features. One possible approach, given that
Charm is closely tied to the C++ programming language, would be to modify an existing
C++ compiler to incorporate Charm-specific features and analyses. However, given the size
of the C++ language and complexity of the C++ grammar, we judged this approach to be
too inflexible for our purposes, especially in the case of model-specific syntax and support for
interation between multiple programming models. Instead we have chosen to create a new high-
level language called Charj. Our compiler infrastructure can then be used to demonstrate the
utility of safety checks, optimizations, et cetera for improving productivity and performance.
Creation of a new language gives us greater control over syntax and more flexibility to directly
address the central questions of our thesis.

We have identified several key areas in which we will use Charj and its associated compiler
infrastructure to investigate our thesis. In each of these areas, we will demonstrate advantages
that come from the combination of compiler techniques with a rich parallel runtime system. The
first such areas is providing increased safety and improved semantic checking for parallel-specific
programming model features. The next is supporting improved syntax and support for com-
mon abstractions, thereby simplifying and shortening code without sacrificing performance or
changing the underlying programming model. We also attempt to ease the process of composing
independent parallel modules in an application, each potentially making use of different pro-
gramming models. This ability to freely compose modules is essential to the task of simplifying
the creation of large and complex parallel applications. We also aim to ease the efficient use of
high-level application features like load balancing, fault tolerance, and control points. In each
of these areas we will show that the addition of compiler techniques provides concrete benefits
to a pre-existing programming model and runtime system.

3 Completed Work

We have already made significant strides toward demonstrating the value of simple compiler
techniques in the context of a rich parallel runtime system. Here we describe the work we have
already finished and the ways in which it supports our hypothesis.
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(b) Compilation process for a Charj application.

Figure 1: In a Charm++ application, the programmer specifies an interface (.ci) file that ac-
companies the C++ code that forms the bulk of their application and specifies type signatures
and visibility information about remotely invocable functions. A corresponding Charj program
integrates this information directly into the application, and the Charj compiler generates code
targeting the Charm runtime.

3.1 Compiler Infrastructure

In order to demonstrate the value of a compiler to a rich runtime system, one must have a
compiler. For reasons outlined in section 2, we have elected to build our own compiler and
associated infrastructure rather than building off of a pre-existing compiler project.

In order to minimize the time and effort spent on developing the basic infrastructure of Charj,
we adopted a simple Java-like syntax and used the well-known parser generator ANTLR [25]
to construct an abstract syntax tree from the input program. We perform our analysis and
optimizations on this tree, then output C++ code and Charm interface code (see figure 1)
which is compiled against the Charm API. By making the output of the Charj compiler as close
as possible to a normal Charm program, we make it easier to integrate Charj code into existing
Charm code and vice-versa, while also giving the programmer an easy way of inspecting the
outcome of the Charj compilation process.

This basic language and infrastructure serve as the foundation for our work to demonstrate
our hypothesis. Even without adding analysis or optimization, this language already provides
important productivity benefits relative to using Charm as a C++ library. It eliminates the
need for separate interface files which specify which methods may be invoked remotely by cleanly
integrating this information into the main body of the program. Standard Charm programs are
split into implementation code, headers, and interface files, producing redundancy that can lead
to simple errors and inconsistencies. By consolidating the information from these files, Charj
presents a unified view of the program that is more concise and can be understood more quickly.

3.2 Model-Specific Syntax and Safety

It is often the case in discussions of programming languages that syntax becomes the foremost
issue and semantics are neglected. Indeed, according to Wadler’s Law1,

In any language design, the total time spent discussing a feature in this list is pro-
portional to two raised to the power of its position in the following list:

1http://www.haskell.org/haskellwiki/Wadlers Law
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1. Semantics

2. Syntax

3. Lexical syntax

4. Lexical syntax of comments

More seriously, it does seem that language discussion is often tightly focused on syntax,
perhaps because the syntax is the most obvious feature of any new language. While concise
and powerful syntax is a major driver of programmer productivity, it can also raise significant
barriers to the adoption of a language. Furthermore, many of the most tedious and most easily
automated programming tasks in parallel computing have nothing to do with syntax. While
syntax is undoubtedly important, in Charj we have attempted to minimize the amount of novel
syntax the programmer will be exposed to by adopting a simple Java-like base syntax that adds
a ‘@’ sigil to denote proxy objects on which remote methods can be invoked and to identify
remote invocations.

Charj greatly simplifies the creation of message-driven applications as compared to a C++
program targeting the Charm runtime. The C++ application must specify type and visibil-
ity information for remotely invocable functions and global readonly data via an interface file,
which the Charm translator uses to generate wrapper code for sending and receiving data. This
separates important semantic information about remotely invocable functions from the imple-
mentation of those functions, both needlessly duplicating data and making it more difficult for
the programmer to get a comprehensive view of the way an application works. A C++ applica-
tion developer must also be very careful about the semantics of runtime system constructs. For
example, Charm provides “readonly” variables which can be assigned only at program startup.
There is no facility for enforcing this rule, however, since the application code which accesses
these variables is standard C++. Charj resolves these problems simply by eliminating the need
for external interface specifications and understanding the semantics of readonly variables, which
allows the compiler to enforce their access rules with appropriate error messages.

3.3 Integrating Multiple Programming Models

As parallel applications grow larger and more complex, it becomes less and less feasible to write
an entire application using a single programming model. While it has in the past been common
practice to produce applications that exclusively use message passing, or global arrays, or actors,
or any of a number of other models, this approach is unnecessarily limiting. In particular, if one
wishes to make use of parallel modules which encompass some task-specific parallel algorithm,
it is extremely limiting to require that the module use the same programming model as the rest
of the application.

There are several benefits to multi-model parallel applications. They enable freer choice of
libraries and modules and encourage code re-use. They allow a “right tool for the right job”
approach in which, for example, an array-based model can be used for array-intensive parallel
code while a model specialized for tree-structured parallel computations can be used where trees
are the central data structure. They also allow the use of incomplete models, which are models
that are not capable of expressing arbitrary parallel interactions but which in return are able to
provide increased safety guarantees and more elegant notation to programmers.

One powerful technique for making use of multiple programming models in a single appli-
cation is for all the models to target a common parallel runtime system. The runtime system
can mediate communication between modules and schedule code belonging to different models
in an intelligent way because it has access to and control over the entire state of the application.
This allows for the minimization of compatibility layers between models and the potential for
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overlapping execution of code belonging to different models. In this work, we take advantage of
the ability for a compiler to be aware of multiple programming models that can be used together
in a single application. Such a compiler can provide much greater integration between models
via improved static checking and model-specific optimizations.

One such model, already implemented on the Charm runtime, is Structured Dagger (SDAG).
SDAG addresses a common need in parallel object-based applications to effectively coordinate
the sequence of execution between the methods of communcating objects. SDAG facilitates this
process by providing a clear expression of the flow of control within an object while maintaining
the ability to adaptively overlap communication and computation.

SDAG is implemented as a system of complex C++ macros, partially produced through
the Charm++ translator. This allows it to introduce new syntactic constructs while keeping
it tightly bound to the Charm/C++ application and obviating the need for significant SDAG-
specific compilation tools. However, this approach entails significant compromises in exchange
for the convenience of avoiding a full language definition and compiler infrastructure.

SDAG neatly illustrates the difficulty of building new parallel programming models to in-
teroperate with existing C++ applications without any compiler support. SDAG defines a
small set of new keywords which can be used to specify the high-level communication structure
of message-driven code, avoiding some of the problems of non-local control flow and hidden
dependencies that can make message-driven applications difficult to follow. However, its imple-
mentation as a macro system added on to C++-based Charm code is very limiting, despite the
fact that the Charm translator provides it with some code generation capabilities.

The most obvious limitation of SDAG is that while its constructs include C++ expressions
and blocks of arbitrary C++ code, the SDAG infrastructure has no way of parsing C++, and
adding general-purpose C++ parsing is notoriously complicated. As a result, C++ blocks inside
SDAG constructs must be enclosed in an “atomic” block which renders the contents of the block
invisible to the SDAG translator. This process is error-prone because the translator must assume
that all code in the atomic block can be correctly parsed by a C++ compiler later, and if this
is not the case the resulting error messages can be confusing. SDAG has no way of verifying
that the code contained in these blocks obeys the rule that code in an atomic block invokes
no parallel coordination operations, nor does the SDAG translator parse the expressions that
it uses for conditional and looping constructs, eliminating any possibility for optimizations or
warnings and errors based on these expressions.

Beyond this lack, SDAG also suffers from its implementation as a macro system. Once the
SDAG code is generated by the translator, the user must insert multiple SDAG-specific macros
into any class that uses SDAG methods. These macros then expand into the orchestration code
that comprises SDAG. The error messages if the programmer forgets these macros are opaque
and unhelpful to programmers who have not experienced them before, and contribute to the
difficulty of using SDAG. In addition to these inconveniences, the way in which SDAG code is
generated prevents an SDAG method from invoking other SDAG methods, which is a serious
problem for anyone who wishes to use SDAG as a significant part of a real application.

To address these flaws, we have integrated SDAG into the Charj infrastructure, so that
SDAG syntax can be freely incorporated in any Charj function. This addresses many of the
shortcomings of SDAG in a straightforward way. There is no need for SDAG methods to be
separately specified and segregated in separate interface files–SDAG code is freely intermixable
within a Charj application. Since the Charj compiler is SDAG-aware, there is no need for
opaque atomic blocks. The compiler can directly infer these blocks and verify both that the
code within them parses correctly and that it contains no forbidden parallel operations. In the
case of an error, the programmer can be notified up front without relying on error messages
from generated C++ code. The programmer has no need to remember to insert SDAG macros
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into their datatype definitions, as this is handled transparently by the compiler. The total effect
of these changes is to make SDAG much easier and less frustrating to use without altering its
feature set or degrading its performance in any way.

3.4 Optimizing Data Exchange

Empirical studies have suggested that shared memory programming is more productive than dis-
tributed memory [16]. One of the factors that weighs against distributed memory programming
in this analysis is the need to pack and unpack application data. Any disagreement between
packing code and the corresponding unpacking code can lead to subtle bugs, and the code must
be carefully maintained whenever the data being transmitted changes.

In object-oriented programs, the data being transmitted will typically include user-defined
types. In most programming models with explicit messaging, the programmer must provide
code to handle the packing and unpacking of these types. This support for managing the
communication of user-defined types is notable for requiring the programmer to manually specify
information that the compiler itself must already know–that is, the types of the variables involved
and how they are laid out in memory.

There are many methods by which the code which transmits application data can be created.
Perhaps the simplest approach is for the programmer to do the work manually. This largely
consists of determining the size of the data to be sent, allocating a buffer of the appropriate
size, and then copying the relevant application data into the buffer.

The advantage of this technique is that it is completely customizeable. If a subfield of some
user-defined type is needed by a receiver in some portions of an application but not others, the
programmer can account for this fact directly. If several variables are known to be contiguous
in memory, they can be copied as a block rather than individually.

However, the drawbacks of this approach are obvious. It is a lot of repetitive work to specify
all the data that an application transmits in detail, and whenever application data structures
change, all the packing and unpacking code has to change with it. It is also error prone,
and there is no easy way of verifying that the packing and unpacking is bug-free. While this
approach may be feasible, and even high-performance given time and effort, it is extremely poor
for productivity.

Alternatively, the programmer may use a library to assist with creating the code. This
approach has the advantage that well-designed libraries can significantly ease the process of
writing packing and unpacking code while increasing confidence in that code’s correctness. These
libraries range from the relatively spartan to full-featured libraries such as Boost.Serialization
which include features for cyclic data structures and conditional packing.

However, these libraries typically lack the flexibility to efficiently change the way that an
object is packed based on application context. Each field of a type must be either always
included or always excluded, leading to inefficiencies. They also require at least some level of
intervention by the programmer to integrate their data structures with the library in question.

A large amount of work has been done on data marshalling, both on improving efficiency and
on reducing the burden on the programmer. Systems such as Sun RPC [31] provided for mar-
shalling of C structs, using a high-level specification for communication in concert with a stub
compiler. Later systems such as CORBA [8] extended this functionality into the object-oriented
world. Later work improved the efficiency of generated marshalling code by dynamically choos-
ing between runtime interpretation of data descriptions and compilation [10, 12, 26]. However,
these systems all require the programmer to explicitly describe the data to be marshalled and
do not attempt to determine if any unused data is being transmitted.

More recently there have been several approaches published for providing serialization of C
and C++ data structures in MPI applications. C++2MPI [15] and the MPI Preprocessor [27]
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are both capable of automatically extracting MPI Datatype definitions from C and C++ types.
They generate a list of offsets describing the location of all data to be marshalled relative to the
base address of the user’s data. However, they are limited to marshalling the structure in its
entirety and do not handle the case of omitting unneeded data, even in simple cases where the
unneeded data does not depend on application context.

AutoMap and AutoLink [13] are also tools that extract MPI datatypes from user code.
However, they are limited to C and require the programmer to annotate which fields to pack
and which to omit.

Software engineering tools focused on boosting productivity through refactoring have also
targeted data marshalling as an area where productivity gains can be had [11]. In [32], Tansey
and Telvich describe a graphical tool for generating marshalling code in an MPI context. They
allow for multiple versions of the marshalling code to account for the case where different data
is needed by the reciever in different application contexts, much as we do here. However, they
rely on the user to manually specify which fields will be packed and which will be omitted in
each case, whereas we generate all marshalling code automatically and use compiler analysis to
determine which fields to omit.

Boost.Serialization takes a library-based approach to providing simple marshalling for C++
datatypes [18]. This library provides largely automatic support for serializing C++ data, but
provides no facility for selectively omitting member data depending on context.

Many programming languages explicitly targeted at parallel applications provide automatic
marshalling of data or simply present a programming model in which marshalling of user-defined
types is not an issue. Generally in programming models where communication is performed
via explicit messages marshalling is not entirely automated. This allows the programmer some
control over how marshalling takes place. In models where messaging is implicit, the programmer
may not even need to consider marshalling. However, in our case we wish to facilitate the
productive use of a programming model that does require explicit messaging rather than avoiding
the issue altogether.

3.4.1 Implementation

We use Charj to address the problem of packing and unpacking application data in a distributed
memory environment in a way that minimizes the burden on the programmer while maintain-
ing high performance. We avoid the need for the programmer to manually specify how data
structures will be packed and unpacked, and even avoid the need for the programmer to specify
which fields of a user-defined type should be packed and which do not need to be sent and can
be safely excluded. We do this while producing efficient packing and unpacking code which does
not require maintenance when application datatypes or communication patterns are changed.

To this end, we use the information available at compile time to generate packing code that
guarantees type safety while eliminating the need for manual intervention by the programmer.
Because the compiler knows the data layout of each type it can effectively generate packing and
unpacking code that does not require updates from the programmer. However, a straightfor-
ward implementation will still pack data that may not be needed on the receiving side. The
programmer can specify which fields to skip, but this requires user intervention and doesn’t
allow for the possiblity that some fields may be needed in one situation but not in another.

One of the benefits of our approach is that it does not require complex or time-intensive
compiler analysis. For each remotely invokable method in our application, we wish to produce
a function that will pack its arguments, discarding any data which can be proven to be unused.
The primary question to be answered is, which variables can be discarded?

Fortunately, there is a simple compiler analysis that answers this question. Since the function
does not interact with its unused fields, the values in those fields are not used in any control flow
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Pack Send

(a) The simplest approach is to simply pack the
entire data structure regardless of which fields are
needed and which are not. This is wasteful of
space but maintains encapsulation.

Pack Send

(b) By writing a custom packing routine, the pro-
grammer can ensure that no data is unnecessarily
transmitted at the cost of breaking encapsulation
at the receiving side.

Pack Send

(c) Our technique packs only required fields, but
reconstitutes this data on the receiving side as
though it was the full object. This maintains en-
capsulation without wasting bandwidth, but does
incur memory overhead on the receiving side.

Figure 2: Three approaches to message packing and unpacking. The leftmost box represents a
data structure to be sent, and the rectangles inside it represent its fields. The middle box repre-
sents the message buffer, and the rightmost box represents the unpacked data at its destination.
Fields that are required by the receiving side are colored blue, while wasted memory is colored
pink.
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path that begins at the head of the functions control flow graph. Thus, the function argument
fields that are not needed in the body of the function are simply those fields that are not live at
the start of the function. Live variable analysis is a well-known and well-studied algorithm [21],
so implementation is straightforward. We perform interprocedural analysis where possible, and
when code from external libraries is invoked we pessimistically assume that all fields of all
arguments to external functions are used.

We treat each user-defined type as a set of elements, with each element corresponding to
one field. The output of the live variable analysis is the set of all elements which are live at the
function’s beginning. Using this set we generate packing code specific to this function which
copies each live variable into a buffer, and corresponding unpacking code which reconstitutes the
function arguments on the receiving side. To minimize the complexity of our implementation
we recreate the full types of all function arguments. This is potentially wasteful of memory, as
shown in figure 2(c). A better approach would be to transform the receiving function so that
instead of expecting the set of arguments specified by the programmer, it instead expects the
set of variables that it actually uses. We do not believe that this transformation is difficult, and
have left it for future work.

3.4.2 Case Studies

To get a clear idea of how this all works in practice, it is helpful to look at message packing
in the context of actual applications. One of the principal advantages of our technique is
that it allows the programmer to describe communication in terms natural, high-level objects
with semantic meaning rather than simply enumerating the data that will be consumed by
the receiving function. However, this benefit cannot be demonstrated on tiny programs like
microbenchmarks, because by their nature they are stripped down to the bare essentials needed
to perform one task effectively. Thus there are typically no high-level objects that are used in
multiple different ways in different contexts, as one would expect in a more realistic application.

To show how our message packing scheme works in an application context without introduc-
ing the full complexities and size of a real production HPC code, we present two case studies
taken from the examples provided with the Charm runtime system. These are scaled-down,
simplified applications that maintain the structure of more sophisticated scientific codes, but in
a smaller and simpler package.

Molecular Dynamics

Charm is best known for NAMD [3], a popular molecular dynamics program in common use
at national supercomputing sites. However, NAMD is large and complex, and we do not have
the resources that would be required to port NAMD to Charj. However, Charm provides an
example molecular dynamics program, named Molecular2D, with similar overall structure to
NAMD but with greatly simplified two-dimensional physics. Since this program is provided for
pedagogical purposes we might expect it to be written in a way that maximizes clarity at the
cost of performance, and in fact this is the case, at least when it comes to message packing.

The primary data structures used in Molecular2D are Particles, which represent the physical
objects being modeled, and Patches, which represent a region of space which may contain any
number of particles. Listing 1 shows the full definition of the Particle type, which mostly consists
of information regarding the physical properties of the particle.

The application simulates the motion of these particles over a series of timesteps. In each
step, particles within a certain radius exert forces on one another, affecting the position, velocity
and acceleration of each. Objects called computes are responsible for managing the interactions
between neighboring patches. Each patch sends data regarding its particles to compute objects
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Listing 1: The central particle data structure used by Molecular2D, and its accompanying PUP
method.

1 class Particle{

2 public:

3 int id;

4 double mass; // mass

5 double pos[2]; // position

6 double f[2]; // force

7 double a[2]; // acceleration

8 double v[2]; // velocity

9

10 void pup(PUP::er &p) {

11 p | id;

12 p | mass;

13 p(pos, 2);

14 p(f, 2);

15 p(a, 2);

16 p(v, 2);

17 }

18 };

so that they can determine the effect of those particles on particles belonging to other nearby
patches. As the position of a particle changes, it may be migrated from one patch to another.

Listing 2 shows the signatures of the functions used by each patch to communicate particle
information during each timestep. These are both remotely invoked functions, so their arguments
have been marshalled by potentially remote elements. The updateForces function is called by a
compute which has calculated force contributions to local particles. The function’s argument is
a list of particles corresponding to local particles which have forces exerted on them by particles
from another patch. The function simply updates the net force on its own particles based on
the information it receives from the compute object. The updateParticles function migrates
particles which have moved outside a patch boundary to the appropriate neighboring patch.
This function’s argument is a list of formerly remote particles which have moved within the
boundaries of the patch during the last timestep.

Semantically, both of these functions operate on a combination of local and remote particle
data, so it is natural that they each receive a list of particles as their argument. However, their
use of the particle data they receive is quite different. In the case of updateParticles, the
particles in the list are migrating to a new patch, and so none of their data can be omitted–
each particle will need all of its fields in the next timestep in its new patch. However, this
is not the case for updateForces. These particles are not migrating, only contributing to the
forces exerted on some local particles. Indeed, if we look at the function body in detail, we can
see that the only fields of the received particles that used are the forces. The force members
represent 16 bytes out of a total of 76 bytes per particle, so nearly 80% of the data transmitted
to updateForces is pure waste.

In translating this code to Charj, the functions remain mostly unchanged, except that the
pup function is now unnecessary. However, the actual communication that takes place is much
different. During compilation, updateParticles and updateForces are each analyzed to de-
termine which fields of their arguments are potentially used. In the case of updateForces the
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Listing 2: Methods in Molecular2D which receive Particle objects from remote senders. Each
takes a list of particles from a remote object which has packed the particle data into a buffer
and delivered it to the current patch.

1 class Patch {

2 void updateForces(

3 vector<Particle> particles);

4 void updateParticles(

5 vector<Particle> updates);

6 // ...

7 };

Listing 3: A pup function equivalent to the packing code Charj generates for the updateForces

method.

1 void Particle::pup(PUP::er &p) {

2 p(f, 2);

3 }

forces are the only particle components that can possibly be read, so method-specific packing
code equivalent to listing 3 is generated. In the case of updateParticles, the elements of the
argument array are added to a data structure belonging to the patch, and from that point on
any of their fields could be accessed by Patch methods. Therefore the packing code generated
by Charj for this function is equivalent to the full pup method of the original application.

N-Body Simulation

The second application we consider is a modified version of the Barnes-Hut N-body algorithm [2]
from the well-known SPLASH-2 suite [28]. The modifications are limited to porting the appli-
cation to use the Charm runtime. The kernel and overall structure of the application remain
unchanged.

In this application, a volume of space containing particles is divided into regions using an
oct-tree, with each leaf of the tree representing a volume of space that contains an approximately
the same number of particles, though the size of these volumes may vary greatly depending on
the spatial particle distribution. Then when performing n-body calculations, only particles from
nearby volumes must be considered individually, with the contribution of particles from remote
volumes only approximated.

The primary communication that takes place in this application is the passing of interaction
data up and down the tree. The tree is decomposed into disjoint segments called TreePieces,
and data is communicated between pieces via remote invocation of a few methods. Actual
transfer of particle data simply uses a vector of particle information in much the same way as
the molecular dynamics application described previously. However, information about parent-
child relationships within the tree is communicated using other methods of the TreePiece object,
such as recvRootFromParent.

As shown in listing 4, recvRootFromParent takes several arguments describing its parent.
What is not obvious from the method signature, however, is that each of the arguments comes
from a field of the same parent object. However, it is completely impractical to send the entire
parent object, because this object contains dozens of fields and a huge amount of data that
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Listing 4: A method in the Barnes-Hut application that passes information down the tree. It
receives several arguments, each of which is a field of the parent object.

1 void recvRootFromParent(uint8_t root_id,

2 double rx, double ry,

3 double rz, double rs);

Listing 5: A Charj method signature corresponding the the method in listing 4.

1 void recvRootFromParent(TreePiece parent);

should not be transmitted.
While the solution adopted by the application of simply splitting out the required data

and sending it separately is vastly more efficient, it obscures the origin of the data and the
relationship between its arguments. One could preserve this information to some extent by
creating a custom type that encapsulates just the information needed for this function, but that
approach has high overhead for the programmer, especially in large applications or when an
application is being refactored and its arguments change.

Listing 5 shows a Charj method signature for the same function. Within the method, uses of
rx are replaced by parent.rx, ry by parent.ry and so on. This simplifies the method signature,
making it easier to see how the function works at a glance. Although each TreePiece contains
a large number of fields, only the ones used by the receiver are actually transmitted. Thus we
get the clarity of the simple code and the efficiency of the more cumbersome, optimized code. In
this case the improvement isn’t life-changing, but in a larger and more complicated application
methods may have dozens of parameters, some subset of which come from a common object and
others of which do not. In those cases the simplification may represent a dramatic easing of the
burden on the programmer.

4 Planned Work

The work which we have so far completed shows the utility of close integration of compiler and
runtime system in multiple areas. We will extend this work in several key areas, demonstrating
the productivity benefits of compiler technology to a rich parallel runtime system in each area.

4.1 Integrating Partitioned Global Address Space Models

Above, we described the SDAG programming model and its successful integration into the Charj
infrastructure. We plan to target another programming model implemented on top of the Charm
runtime, Multiphase Shared Arrays (MSA), for similar integration with the goal of improving
the performance of some common MSA operations transparently to the programmer. MSA is a
partitioned global address space (PGAS) model, in which MSA entities all exist in a common
address space while being distributed across many physical nodes. By integrating MSA into
Charj, we can provide improved safety for MSA code and also perform optimizations based on
the compiler’s knowledge of MSA semantics.

In MSA, execution is divided into a series of phases, and each array can be accessed in one
specific mode during each phase: read-only mode, in which any thread can read any element of
the array; write-once mode, in which each element of the array is written to (possibly multiple
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times) by at most one worker thread and no reads are allowed; accumulate mode, in which
any threads can add values to any array element, and no reads or writes are permitted; and
owner-computes mode, where a specified function is performed on each distributed block of the
array by a processor on its home node. A synchronization call is used to move from one phase
to the next.

MSA is implemented as a C++ library which is tightly integrated with the Charm runtime.
It makes clever use of the C++ type system and template functionality to enforce some aspects
of the programming model, relying on runtime checking for the remaining cases. The lack
of special syntax in MSA makes it easy to mistake remote array operations for local array
accesses, because they are syntactically identical. MSA’s mechanism for enforcing semantics
through the C++ type system is inflexible and difficult to extend beyond the simple cases
of read-only and write-only access. In addition, because there is no distinction in the MSA
programming model between elements stored locally and elements which must be fetched from
another node, simple array accesses are inefficient because they must first verify that the element
to be accessed is locally available. In cases where there is a regular pattern of array accesses
it is much more efficient to fetch all the elements to be accessed, then perform all the accesses
without performing any checking. However, due to MSA’s library implementation this approach
is quite cumbersome and forgoes even the limited syntactic sugar that C++ operator overloading
provides to protected array accesses. This lengthens and complicates the code unnecessarily and
discourages high performance code in favor of a simpler but less efficient expression.

By integrating MSA with Charj, we can take advantage of the opportunity to provide im-
proved semantic checks at compile time while providing improved syntax. There is also scope
for beneficial optimizations that will allow programmers to write simple code while attaining
the performance associated with much more complex code.

One example is the conversion of safe, checked array accesses which may access either local
or remote elements in a loop to a preamble which assures the locality of all accessed elements
followed by purely local unchecked array accesses in the loop body. Currently in MSA this
type of optimization requires abandoning convenient syntax and substantially lengthening and
complicating simple loops, but in Charj we aim to provide this transformation automatically so
that the simple and direct expression of a loop body by the programmer is translated into an
efficient if somewhat more complicated implementation.

4.2 Accelerator-Based Models

The relative power efficiency and high peak FLOPs of floating point accelerator architectures,
particularly GPUs, has made them an increasingly common target for HPC applications. How-
ever, this power comes at the cost of a more restrictive programming model, increasing the
difficulty of developing high performance code for these platforms. Significant work has already
been done to facilitate the use of these models by programs which use the Charm runtime [17, 22].
However, the use of these models requires the programmer to obey strict rules about read and
write access to device buffers. These rules are not enforced by the compiler, and violating them
can lead to subtle runtime errors that require significant time and effort to debug. In addition,
the use of accelerators in Charm applications requires all accelerator code to be segregated in
interface files, and exposes some implementation details of the Charm runtime, thereby raising
the barrier to entry for new Charm programmers.

These problems can be ameliorated by the use of the Charj compiler. We can detect il-
legal reads and writes to device buffers and warn the programmer at compile-time. We can
also actively identify functions which could be accelerated without requiring the programmer
to explicitly designate that a function can be accelerated. Although it is straightforward to
determine whether or not it is possible to run a given function on an accelerator (simply check
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all code reachable from the function and ensure that all operations that could be performed are
legal on the desired accelerator device), it is more complicated to determine whether or not it is
desirable to do so. Some of the factors controlling this decision are local, such as the FLOP to
memory access ratio, number of potential branches in the code, and function grain size. There
are also global considerations, such as the total balance of CPU work to accelerator work in the
application and whether or not the function is on the application’s critical path.

In general, there is not enough information available at compile time to determine whether
or not it will be advantageous to run a particular function on accelerator hardware. But while
we cannot effectively make the decision, we can both make it easier for the programmer to
indicate what should be done and facilitate the collection of data at runtime which can improve
our ability to choose between CPU- and accelerator-based execution. To facilitate programmer
choice between architectures we simply require a single keyword that indicates that a function
is intended to run on an accelerator. This allows the compiler to verify that the code to be
accelerated can run on the intended target and generate the appropriate code to manage the
accelerator-based exectution. We can also gather data at runtime on function grain size and
identify an application’s critical paths and use this information to guide our choice of which
execution resources to use.

In addition, we can restructure user code transparently to avoid current limitations set on
accelerated code. For example, functions which use the Charm accelerator framework cannot
invoke entry methods. They can only return data via a callback which is implicitly invoked at
the termination of the funcion. Using Charj, we can provide the ability for the programmer
to invoke entry methods in the middle of an accelerated method in cases where there are no
dependencies between the output data and the remainder of the accelerated method simply by
agglommerating these invocations and automatically constructing a callback to issue them at
the end of the accelerated method.

4.3 User-Level Threads

In the base Charm programming model, objects can be migrated safely as long as they are not
in the midst of executing an entry method. However, other programming models that use the
Charm runtime and interoperate with Charm programs do not necessarily have this property.
For example, Adaptive MPI (AMPI) programs implement the message passing model of MPI
on top of the Charm runtime, but AMPI threads cannot be safely migrated without a scheme
for migrating the stack of blocked AMPI processes. Several such schemes exist. Some explicitly
heap-allocate stacks and manage them at the user level, others make use of the executable’s
global offset table to manage the migration, and still others carefully control the allocation of
memory across all nodes of a cluster in order to facilitate transfers between nodes.

We believe that we can use compiler analysis to improve the state of thread migration on the
Charm runtime. The compiler can provide guesses at needed stack sizes, keep track of reachable
heap memory and rewrite heap pointers as a part of the thread migration process. This can
mitigate the need for programmers to make a guess at what stack size their application will
require, with incorrect results if they guess too low and wasted memory and lowered performance
if they guess too high. By providing support in this area, Charj can increase the scope for
programming models to interoperate seamlessly by facilitating the migration of blocked threads
with an associated stack.

4.4 Addressing Shared Address Space Programming

Increasingly, HPC programs execute in a multicore environment. Though the number of nodes
in large clusters is always growing, the number of cores per node is growing at the same time.
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Although applications can ignore the fact that within a node processes can share memory, by
doing so they miss a significant opportunity to reduce communication and memory overhead
within nodes. The growing importance of shared memory programming within a distributed
memory cluster has led to the rise of such hybrid programming models as MPI+OpenMP, in
which MPI handles inter-node communication while parallelism within a node is managed by
OpenMP. Similarly, Charm programs must adapt to remain competitive, and doing so will
require tools for exploiting shared memory safely without sacrificing performance.

For example, a small library called Boomerang has been developed to facilitate the use of
shared memory within Charm applications. This library will transparently send data to objects
on remote nodes or send just a pointer to a shared buffer to objects that reside on the same
node as the sender. However, to ensure correctness the programmer must carefully manage the
accesses to the potentially shared data to avoid conflicts. The burden of deciding who can access
which data when is left solely to the programmer’s determination, and there is no mechanism
for enforcement or notification when data race errors occur.

We will formulate a more sophisticated version of this functionality in Charj which allows
the programmer to express the types of access that each program entity has at each phase of
the program while enforcing those rights and notifying the programmer of any conflicts. These
rights would apply not just to individual variables or entire collections, but also to subsets of
collections. For example, in a parallel quicksort implementation a process might delegate its
read and write capabilities to a recursively spawned subprocess that is responsible for sorting
half of the current array. The delegating process cannot modify memory whose rights it has
delegated until it reclaims those rights. These capabilities will facilitate effective, safe use of
shared memory within the Charm programming model.

4.5 Reducing Memory Footprint with Live Variable Analysis

Some operations common in parallel applications require knowledge of the current set of live
data in an application. One example is checkpointing, in which application state is preserved
so that in the event of a later crash the application can be rolled back to a known consistent
state. Another example is process migration, in which one process of a parallel application is
moved from one physical node to another, often in service of load balancing. In these cases it
is sufficient to merely store all of the memory allocated by a process, whether or not it remains
live. However, this can be wasteful. One common alternative is for the programmer to explicitly
list the state that should be preserved, but this is work-intensive and error-prone, especially as
applications evolve, introducing new variables and using old ones in new ways.

Using live variable analysis, the compiler can identify the set of live memory and checkpoint
or migrate only that data which can actually be accessed later. This produces reliable, efficient
code without programmer intervention. Such an approach has been used successfully as a
standalone tool for MPI applications [33]. Here we can integrate the functionality more closely
into the programming environment and provide this functionality in multiple contexts.

4.6 Support for High-level Features

A large amount work on the Charm runtime is dedicated not to core runtime features or appli-
cation development, but rather to the development of high-level features which can be adopted
by applications to provide services that provide utility to a variety of HPC applications. For
example, the load balancing framework provides a load measurement facility and a suite of
algorithms for migrating Charm objects, making it easy for Charm applications to implement
measurement-based load balancing.
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Similarly, Charm has functionality to assist with fault tolerance, checkpointing, runtime
optimization via control points, and other application-level features. In some cases it may
be possible to assist the programmer in making use of these features via improved syntax
or automated analysis. We will investigate the potential uses of Charj to make it easier for
programmers to use these high-level features.

5 Summary

HPC application developers face many difficulties that impede the productive construction of
high performance, scalable applications. Although some of these difficulties are inherent to the
field, others could be prevented by automated tools. Feature-rich parallel runtime systems which
can provide many of these tools already exist, but learning the conventions and semantics of
these runtime systems is a difficult task in itself, providing a significant barrier to their adoption.

It is our view that a rich runtime system can be combined with simple compiler technology
to ease the programming process and increase productivity without compromising performance.
A compiler can enforce programming model semantics and provide useful warnings and error
messages in a way that library-based tools cannot, as with the Charj compiler’s enforcement of
Charm “readonly” data rules. It can ease the development of multi-model programs, as with
SDAG. And it can automatically perform optimizations that would be tedious and error-prone
to perform by hand, as with the automatic generation of optimized packing and unpacking
functions. In the coming months we will demonstrate further areas in which simple compiler
support can simplify the lives of HPC programmers and attempt to quantify the advantages of
this simplification.
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